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separatist leader barriss offee is young,
beautiful, and ruthless. able to survive any
environment and prone to read every map

as a recipe for war, she is the perfect
professional soldier with a dash of butcher.
in the year 10 aby, she began her career as
a mercenary in the fight for independence,

but quickly came to realize the war was
being manipulated by the sith empire.

calling for other rebels to join her fight, she
raised the ire of jedi knight jaynam wasco,
who was training to become a leader in the

new republic.a few short months later,
wasco's training came to an end, and she
was assigned to train a new unit of rebels.
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by training the rebels to create and use
bomb-spheres--an explosive device

wrapped in incendiary material that burns
through armor--she infuriated the

empire.the empire caught up to the wasco
and her new unit at wolvasu and launched
an assault on wasco's encampment. in the
years preceding the outbreak of the clone

wars, the hutts were no longer content with
merely plundering the galaxy. their
aspirations grew, and they began

expanding their influence into the galaxy's
capital systems. they formed powerful

organizations and spent enormous
resources on recruitment, intimidation, and
propaganda, hoping to attract the populace
of planets they wished to conquer. all who
stood in their way were considered traitors
by the hutts, and the hutts declared war on

those who did not comply.the hutts were
particularly interested in the mandalorians
and the trajedis, the force-sensitives who
worshiped the darksaber, an ancient sith
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weapon lost in the collapse of the
mandalorian empire.loth-cat steppas joined
the mandalorian militia after a mandalorian
exile group attacked the family's estate to
kill him and his younger sister lyssa.under

the guidance of steppas' mentor,
mandalore the indomitable, the

mandalorians were growing in reputation
and influence as a group, and they were
fiercely protective of their families and

their culture--which included their
seemingly atypical rituals. the hutts were

not pleased by this, especially as the
mandalorians and trajedis apparently had

succeeded in destroying the darksaber, the
hutts' own weapon of mass destruction.to

counter the mandalorians, the hutts
recruited a group of genetically engineered

children and performed horrific
experiments, hoping to reverse the effects

of mandalorian indoctrination.
unsurprisingly, these children were

incapable of performing the rigorous
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mental exercises of the mandalorians, and
they proved to be easy to mold into

weapons.
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shadowhaven is a place of mystery and
peril. extraterrestrial life has been spotted

in the area; the shadowhaven combine
command center has been safely operated

for decades; and the _libran skywall_ is
known to pass through regularly. some

believe that the mysterious, bullet-riddled
remains of a spacefarer have even been

sighted in this place. the shadow that
shadowhaven casts shrouds the combine in

shadows of its own.shadowhaven is so
named for the myths of fallen eldar that

linger in this place. in that, shadowhaven is
as true a community of the ancient ones as

any culture of the galactic races, and as
everyone knows, only elves and dwarves
truly understand the eldar. it is at home
here, and all who dwell in shadowhaven

are judged by its traditions and its
imperatives. the trade federation is a new
power in the galaxy, having risen from the
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depths of the wormhole system where it
was spawned. its goal is to dominate this

region, and convince its peers of the
benefits of a new order. as a neutral party,
the trade federation is less corrupt and less
predatory than many other organizations in

the galaxy. the trade federation's
enforcement arm, the stormtrooper corps,

is relatively new, and has not yet been
tainted by the corruption that has long

plagued the republic. the trade federation
espouses peace and prosperity to its allies,
and has even forged ties with the republic.

the fabricator is a faithful servant to the
trade federation. the fabricator fulfills a

role long occupied by the republic--that of
a cartel of cantina stars. it is the ideal

staging point for smugglers, mercenaries
and pirates. the fabricator is so important

that it is the only public-facing location that
requires a commerce crew. 5ec8ef588b
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